To inform updates to your benefits package to compete for top-tier talent? Or to learn how your policies compare to other businesses in your region?

How will you use TAAP+?

The possibilities are endless.

Subscribe today and experience TAAP+ for yourself.

With a TAAP+ subscription, you can TAAP into...

- HR data on compensation, benefits, policies and more.
- Articles, videos, infographics, checklists, quizzes covering a wide array of HR topics.
- Important legislative updates that help you stay compliant.
- Geography and industry-focused data reports and analysis.
- Customizable calculators and tools to evaluate existing policies and plan for the future.
- Downloadable Excel files to organize data in a way that best suits your needs.

All in one easy to use platform.

Mercer TAAP+. You can't do your job without it.
TAAP into data.

Benchmarking pay summary
Compare your company to the market with base salary and total cash compensation data for up to 50 benchmark jobs.

Incentives & pay mix
Determine the right incentive program for your company by evaluating eligibility, targets, and actual incentive data for STI, sales and LTI.

Benefit & employment guidelines
Review statutory and supplemental benefit details for social security, retirement, medical, death, disability and more.

Leave programs
Review market practice and statutory requirements of paid and unpaid time off for a selection of core leave programs.

Compensation drivers
Learn which factors impact pay the most and how pay differs relative to the market average.

Transportation policies & costs
Discover which types of transportation benefits companies typically offer and understand their associated costs.

Compensation planning
Everything you need to know about salary increases, economic indicators and more.

Workforce metrics
Use metric data from the technology industry to help to quantify costs and understand the impact of your policies, processes and structure.

Employee engagement survey toolkit
Access a set of recommendations, practices, techniques and templates to use as you plan your own employee engagement survey.

Workforce movement
Learn more about the overall employment landscape including key market indicators, turnover and hot skills.
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TAAP into actionable insights.

- Alert (e.g., legislative changes)
- Quick Glance (e.g., infographics)
- Quick Read (e.g., articles, short reports)
- Review Data (e.g., Excel data files, data-heavy reports)
- Indepth Read (e.g., longer reports)
- Evaluate & Measure (e.g., quizzes, diagnostics, checklists)
- Interact & Analyze (e.g., calculators, dashboards)
- Customize (e.g., Excel, PowerPoint)
- Watch & Learn (e.g., videos)
- Listen (e.g., podcasts)
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Proactively manage your perquisites offering

Car allowance calculator
Calculate recommended monthly car allowances for your employees.

Perquisites and allowances market comparison
Review and compare perquisites and allowances for up to three markets at a time.

Budget for today and the future

Salary increase projections
View salary increase budgets for years to come.

Total employment costs
Estimate the total costs of an employee based on the salary you are providing.

Compare pay and benefits around the world

Country comparator
Review a selection of key data points across two markets.

Market pay differentials
Compare base salary data from two different markets and view the differentials for these markets.

Adjust your benefits to meet today’s needs

Emerging leave scorecard
Evaluate the additional leave types offered to your employees.

Work from home allowance calculator
Calculate the potential costs to create a customized WFH allowance policy.